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VOICE PATRONS
& PARTNERS
Please join our growing list of concerned citizens who help us continue to provide a vital service...
keeping our community engaged, educated & informed.

Join

our growing list....

Ola Faye Stephens
Webb Engineering
TASIN (Tribal Alliance of Sovereign Indian Nations)
Linda Jackson
Ronald Loveridge
Christine Ward Gailey
Carole Nagengast
Katie Greene
Don Griggs
Arthur Levias

Sandy Close
Robin De-Ivy Allen
Hilda J Kennedy
James Lee
Rose Mayes
Dolores Armstead
Walter Allen
Jim King
Dr. Sterling Stuckey
Charlotte Hall

Dr. Rod Parker
Acquanetta Warren
Pete Labahn
Zelma Willett
Charles & Elaine Bibbs
Dexter Minter
Benoit & Kathy Malphettes
Dr. George Small

As a VOICE Patron & Partner you can designate a deserving community based or local non-profit organization, charity,
community focused ministry, or service oriented small business to be profiled in a future issue of the VOICE and share
the good work they are doing with the entire VOICE community.
Contact the VOICE: 951.682.6070 or
email suzie@bpcmediaworks.com
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“Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way.”
--- Booker T. Washington

A

inthenews

century ago Booker T. Washington made a trip to Riverside on a fundraising
and speaking tour promoting the success he had achieved at Tuskegee
Institute, the college he led in rural Alabama. Born into slavery, Washington was
part of a small group of southern Blacks who received his education shortly after
the Emancipation Proclamation was signed. Washington started his career as the

RPU Offering Rebates, Race Matters
At CSUSB Symposium, The New
Business of Housing Hits Riverside

a savvy strategy of raising funds and gaining support for his institution.
A special guest of the progressive Mission Inn owner Frank Miller, Washington

pointofview

iepeople

for A Change, For Earth Day,

Introducing Mathematician
Michel Lapidus
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the school as a place of practical education and a center for innovative agricultural
research, struck a cord with the advocates for social justice that comprised the

strong foundation for generations of eager young minds.
reception with the Mission Inn Museum on Saturday and launching a special
educational leaders. Unfortunately, our trend in this region is one of low educational
attainment, with only 28% of our population holding college degrees. In the past
few years we have seen improving graduation rates and efforts have been made
Halve the Gap by 2030:
, a report released late last year by the
Bernardino is home to the greatest share of disconnected young people in the

working.
connected to learning is tangible for the entire community not just the individual
student. They are convinced that through the collective efforts of educational
institutions, social service delivery organizations, the justice system, and private
goal, we can galvanize, mobilize, and put in place a system of accountability” to
conversation here in the Inland Empire.

To subscribe to my weekly blog Rants & Raves visit mygoldenstate.tumblr.com
or follow me on twitter @mygoldenstate.

Member of: National Newspaper Publishers Association, New America Media,
California Black Media and California Newspaper Publishers Association
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Fake Attorney Arrested, Investigators
Searching for More Victims
San Bernardino

P

living and save money but unforeseen
circumstances have caused you to hire

some San Bernardino county residents. The
Consumer Protection Unit of the San Bernardino

Joseph Robert Lopez,
Sr., booking photo

Courtesy SB County District
Attorney’s Office

12 counts of grand theft and 9 counts of the
Joseph Robert Lopez, Sr., of Walnut Park.
The charges are pending in the Rancho
Cucamonga Superior Court. Lopez, who was
arrested on Feb. 27, 2014 is currently in custody
The charges stem from an investigation
conducted by district attorney investigators
showing that Lopez presented himself as
an attorney who could help individuals with
bankruptcies, family law matters, immigration
matters and civil and criminal representation.
According to investigators, Lopez took money
for these services which he could not deliver.
Lopez is not, and never has been a licensed

attorney.
Further investigation revealed that Lopez
individuals as his victims. Investigators believe
that his fraudulent activities have occurred in San
Bernardino, Los Angeles, Orange and Riverside
counties.
A bail hearing has been set in Rancho
Cucamonga Superior Court.
Individuals who believe they have been
victimized by Joseph Robert Lopez, Sr. should
contact the San Bernardino County District

http://www.sbcountyda.org.

Seniors Invited to the Flower Power 55
and Better Luncheon
Riverside

T

he City of Riverside Parks, Recreation
and Community Services Department

better to the Flower Power Senior Luncheon on
Wednesday, April 9, 2014 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00
Chestnut Street.
The Flower Power Luncheon will provide
seniors with an opportunity for a healthy meal,
live entertainment and a chance to socialize with
friends while enjoying an afternoon outing.

4
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Participants are encouraged to register by
April 7 at any City of Riverside community center
for a fee of $3.00 per person. Registration will
be taken at the door until the event is sold out.
A vegetarian plate alternative will be provided
for participants upon request by April 7. Space is
limited, so please register early!
For additional information about programs
and services offered at the Dales Senior Center,

inthenews
Riverside Public Utilities Offers Rebates to Replace Thirsty
Lawns

Riverside

A

s the drought continues to affect the
west, water purveyors like Riverside

that offer customers rebates and incentives for
being water wise.
Two of the many programs available for

an incentive of $1 per square foot, up to $1,000.

22,000 gallons of water each year. Plus with

Waterwise Landscape rebate program, which
offers 40 cents per square foot of turf area that is
replaced with waterwise landscaping. Customers

and Waterwise Landscape rebate programs,
designed to replace thirsty lawn areas with no
water use turf or low water use plants.
source of outdoor water use by residential
properties, and lawn areas not only use the most
water, they can also be the source of overwatering
and water waste,” said RPU General Manager
customers unique ways to still have a beautiful
looking yard, but one that is much more water

turf, RPU residential water customers can receive

RPU also offers rebates for placing waterwise
landscaping in public parkway areas that are
smaller than 1,000 square feet.
Simply by planting drought tolerant and
California native or friendly plants and using

month. Many native and drought tolerant plants
get from seasonal rainfall.

Each program requires customers to contact
to beginning any work for approvals and site
inspection. Some program restrictions apply.
For complete details on these and other
water and energy conservation programs offered
by RPU visit www.GreenRiverside.com For
additional information about Riverside Public
Utilities follow us on Facebook and on Twitter @
RPUNews

Riverside Students Learn Computer Code To Launch Rocket
Riverside

O

high school students were given the

of technology by learning to write computer code
to launch a model rocket in downtown Riverside
This Is Rocket Science.
untold potential, especially when it comes to

company based at Riverside.io and sponsor of
forward to launching a spring collection in April.
assist in increasing the number of young people
positive feedback on the event,” says Carrington.
that this will afford them.”
event in the future for students and is looking

reach.”
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Race Matters

Renowned Diversity Expert To Speak At Symposium On Race At CSUSB
San Bernardino

C

he stresses the need to accept and embrace

inaugural symposium on race and race
The Harvard alum has consulted all over
the world for more than 20 years with private
and public sector clients to help strengthen
the workplace by making a business case for
diversity without bashing any particular group at

Center.

begins at 11 a.m. The event is free and open to
the public and includes complimentary parking in
Lot D. To register, visit the event website at http://
udcsymposium.eventbrite.com.

Following the keynote address, there will be
four breakout sessions simultaneously scheduled
Dr. Samuel Betances

University Diversity Committee, will feature
Samuel Betances, a nationally renowned scholar,
writer, speaker and activist on issues of diversity.
Betances, a consultant and professor emeritus
of sociology at Northeastern Illinois University,
will speak on the topics of workplace diversity,
ethnic and race relations and educational reform.
together members of the CSUSB campus and
its surrounding communities to provide an
opportunity for positive dialogue regarding issues
related to race and race relations,” said César
Westside Action Group is a proactive
organization for African Americans in San
Bernardino County in general, but is primarily
focused on the city of San Bernardino. The group
hosts a weekly community forum serving as a
resource, an advocate for education, economic
and community development; and as consultants

scheduled speakers and participants bode well
for an outstanding, informative symposium.
racism is a reality and hopefully, individuals who
are not aware of their practices will gain much
needed knowledge and understanding of their

6
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create awareness of historical and current race
relations, so that participants can work together
to develop greater levels of understanding and
take positive actions that would result in improved
race relations on campus and the Inland Empire.”
together has earned him many awards. His goal
is to help others learn the importance of pulling
cultures together as a way of bringing America
is to make America stronger, healthier and freer
than when we found her.”
Each time Betances addresses an audience,

by Ray Culberson, director of Youth Services
Unemployment,” presenter to be announced;
Cochran, assistant sheriff of the San Bernardino
Segregation: Housing and Education,” presented
by Louie Rodriguez, associate professor of
educational leadership program.
For more information about the Symposium
on Race and Race Relations, contact César
ccaballe@
csusb.edu.

2014 Housing Conference in the City of Riverside

The New Business of Housing
Riverside

T

the 2014 Housing Conference, which will bring

he Fair Housing Council of Riverside

Housing Conference 2014 on Thursday,
April 24, 2014, in honor of National Fair Housing
Month. This conference will be held at the
Riverside Convention Center in the diverse city
of Riverside, California.
Riverside County was one of the areas most
severely affected by the recent economic crisis.
As such, FHCRC has seen the number of housing
discrimination cases rise at a rapid pace, which
highlights the need for immediate action.
In response to these issues, FHCRC will host

order to address issues plaguing the housing
market in Riverside County and California as a
whole.
day conference with guest speakers, breakout
sessions, and panel discussions. This conference
the potential to impact thousands of individuals
who are involved in the housing market.
For more information, please contact Johnnie
www.fairhousing.
net

healthyliving with Dr. Ernest Levister

F.A.C.P., F.A.C.P.M.

Hot And Spicy For Seasonal Allergy Relief
Dear Dr. Levister: Since I cannot take
antihistamines without going to sleep, where

There are lots of dishes that are hot, spicy and
chicken, hot Italian sausage, which is great on

function normally throughout the day. Y.A.
foods. Sprinkle a little cayenne pepper on grilled
Dear Y.A.: Spring is in the air and with that comes
pollen. There are some allergy medications that
do not cause drowsiness, but if you prefer natural
remedies you need look no further than the
kitchen cabinet.
You might want to try cooking up some allergy
relief in the form of hot, spicy foods. The reason:
it is to thin mucous secretions, which in turn can
clear nasal passages. Hot and spicy foods can
actually help relieve some of the respiratory
symptoms associated with seasonal allergies.
Among the most frequently recommended
spices for this purpose include cayenne pepper,
hot ginger, and fenugreek, as well as the
traditional onion and garlic.

desired result. Of course, spicy foods will not
prevent seasonal allergies, but they are a tasty
way to get some relief.
Turning the focus from the medicine chest to
even more important than what you do eat. The
reason is that food intolerance may be far more
intimately entwined with seasonal allergies than
we realize.
Look at your diet and cut out any foods that
seem to provoke even a mild sensitivity, such as
occasional hives or even stomach upset. In doing
so, you can literally lighten the burden on your
immune system, which in turn may help reduce
the impact of seasonal allergic reactions.
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inmyopinion
Time for Change in the Rialto Public Schools

T

Hardy L. Brown

he citizens of
Rialto
deserve
better
than
what they have been
receiving
from
the
Rialto public education
system for the past two
decades. The students

superintendents,

did a great job of reporting a chronological
schools. I consider it a must read for the citizens
of Rialto who will have an opportunity to vote and
select new leadership on the Board of Education.
After reading it, and with your own personal
knowledge of what has been going on in the city,
must be in a direction that is more INCLUSIVE
of ALL citizens and students. It must be in the
and all decisions are to the betterment of all

VOICEINBOX
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stealing

money,

relations, board member misconduct and teachers
teaching without credentials, it is enough to want
to recall any one serving.
Two school board members were recalled in
Fontana and members of San Bernardino City
Council were recalled recently including the city
attorney.
In my opinion the citizens are getting fed
up with ineffective leaders who have their own
personal agenda instead of serving the will of the
people.
I say get involved and ask all candidates
what they have done for education. It is not
just enough to have them tell you they have a

been up against racial division on the board of
trustees, racial division in the community, inept
selection of superintendents, divide and conquer
tactics in employee group negotiations, hiring of
intimidation of staff, employees stealing funds,
misconduct by staff members and a divided
city political government which has added to
the decline in student achievement and a good
image for the city.

people

students not just a special group. If a group needs
special help then show compassion by helping
them reach their full potential as well. How can
a board member say they were successful if a
group of students remain at the bottom and
receive no help under their service on the board?
Voters should get involved before election
day and talk with all candidates long before then.
Some parents are already engaging themselves
in the political process by trying to recall two
members of the board. Now while I do not have
the full story on why they are calling for this recall,
under the current climate I can understand their
frustration.
When you have a revolving door for

indicative of every parent living in Rialto but the
question remains, what have they done on behalf
of others?
Their answer will be a good indicator of what
Rialto.
Their knowledge of some important
educational issues will be another indicator
as well as working with others through other
organizations.
It will be up to the voters to make their voices
change.

SUBMIT YOUR POINT OF VIEW
The Point of View (POV) is your opportunity to VOICE your opinion on topics and
issues of concern to you as well as the larger community. If you are interested in
submitting a commentary in the POV section please send your 350 – 500 word
commentary, photo and bio to staff@blackvoicenews.com. Please include all
relevant contact information. Also, to subscribe to our digital edition visit: http://
issuu.com/brownpublishingco/docs.

pointofview
Eco-friendly Weed Control in Lawns
By Melinda Myers

and topdressing with compost, regrading or the

take over your grass. Take back the lawn with
proper care. Your lawn will not only be greener
and healthier, but good for the environment.
The grass and thatch layer act as a natural

get the soil tested and adjust fertilization. Both
thrive when the lawn is starving. Clover was once

D

capture nitrogen from the atmosphere and add it
to the soil. If these weeds are present, boost the

groundwater and dust out of our atmosphere.
They also reduce erosion, decrease noise and
help keep our homes and landscapes cooler in
summer. And a healthy lawn is the best defense
against weeds.
Start by identifying the unwanted lawn
invaders. Use them as a guide to improve your
spread when the growing conditions are better
for them than the grass. Correct the problem
to reduce the weeds and improve the health of
underlying cause is only a temporary solution.
Unless the cause is eliminated the weed problem
will return.
Here are a few of the more common weeds,
the cause and possible solutions for managing
them out of the lawn.
High populations and a variety of weeds
mean you need to adjust your overall lawn care
practices. Mow high and often, removing no more
than 1/3 the total height of the grass at one time.
Leave the clippings on the lawn in order to return
water, nutrients and organic matter to the soil. This
along with proper fertilization using an organic
nitrogen slow release fertilizer with non leaching
phosphorous, like Milorganite (milorganite.com

slow release fertilizer. It feeds slowly throughout
the season, promoting slow steady growth that
is more drought tolerant, disease resistant and
better able to outcompete the weeds.
Creeping Charley, also known as ground ivy,
violets, and plantains usually get their foothold in

Prostrate knotweed can often be found growing next to
walks and drives or other high traffic areas.

can greatly reduce weeds.
Knotweed and plantains often found growing
can also be found in lawns growing on heavy
poorly prepared soils. These weeds thrive in
compacted soil where lawn grasses fail. Reduce
with core aeration. Aerate lawns when actively
growing in spring or fall. Or replace grass in high
stones to eliminate the cause.
Nut sedge is a common weed in wet or poorly
drained soils. Improve the drainage to manage
this weed. It may mean core aerating the lawn

Take back those shady spots by growing a more
shade tolerant grass like the cool season grass
fescue or warm season St. Augustine grass.
Mow high and fertilize less, only 1 to 2 pounds
of nitrogen per growing season, than the sunny
areas of your lawn. Or replace the lawn with
shade tolerant groundcovers. Adjust your overall
care to reclaim and maintain the rest of the lawn.
Crabgrass and Goosegrass are common
weeds that follow a hot dry summer. Mow high to
shade the soil and prevent many of these annual
grass weeds from sprouting. Corn gluten meal is
reduce these and other weeds from sprouting.
Apply in spring and fall applications to reduce
weeds by as much as 80% in three years.
And, when mowing this year, consider an
electric or push mower to manage your lawn in

legalservices
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In The Know

2014

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
Tuesday - Sunday, April 1 - 6
Jesus Christ Superstar. Broadway at the Gardens presents
Jesus Christ Superstar, the ground-breaking theatrical
masterpiece by the legendary writing team of Tim Rice
and Andrew Lloyd Webber with show times at 7:30 pm
on Fridays & Saturday and 2:00 pm on Sundays at the
Lewis Family Playhouse, 12505 Cultural Center Drive,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739. Tickets are priced at
$28.50 for General, $26.50 for Seniors & Youth and are
available online at www.lewisfamilyplayhouse.com or
CORONA
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING SERIES
The RCCD Procurement Assistance Center is offering
Government Contracting classes for businesses
interested in selling to the federal government. To
complete the series it is necessary to attend all three
classes consecutive upon which you will receive a
and programs, marketing, regulations, solicitations, and
the federal procurement process. As well as activities,
study cases and special projects are incorporated into
the classes For registration and additional information
go to our website. Location: Procurement Assistance

MORENO VALLEY
JULIAN ALEXANDER MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
Saturday, April 5
Fundraiser in honor of Julian Alexander, 1988-2008. Julian
the Julian Alexander Memorial Committee holds an
annual golf tournament to raise money for scholarships
Fund. All donations are tax deductible. There will be
to the pins contests. Location: Moreno Valley Ranch
Golf, 28095 Kenney Drive, Moreno Valley, CA. Cost:
$100.00 for golfers, $30.00 for non-golfers. Tel: Sheryl Bell
SAN BERNARDINO
COLOR ME BADD
Saturday, April 5, 7pm
This vocal quartet formed as high school students in
Oklahoma City before relocating to New York. They
proved adept at both churning dance tunes and sincere
ballads. Signing to Giant Records, they broke through in
the soundtrack of New Jack City. Color Me Badd’s next
single was another movie soundtrack song, “Forever
to reach the Top 20. Location: National Orange Show

10 VOICE | APRIL 3, 2014 | theievoice.com

Annual Disability Awareness Event
Features Jonathan Mooney
the world. Different is what it means. The
at Cal State San Bernardino on Thursday,
April 10, will underline that point.
The Access Fair will be held in
p.m. Jonathan Mooney, an advocate
for disability awareness, will be the event’s keynote speaker. Mooney’s talk,
all

Photo by Sarah Sm

jonathanmooney.com/
projecteyetoeye.html brings adults with disabilities into the lives of students with
disabilities as role models, tutors and mentors.
The event is free of charge and open to the public. Refreshments also will be
available throughout the event.
537-5138.

Local Author Robert Kirkconnell at the
San Bernardino Public Library
Robert W. Kirkconnell will be discussing his book
American Heart of Darkness, at the Feldheym
Central Library in Kellogg Room B, at 555 W. Sixth
A review from Readers’ Favorite says
“American Heart of Darkness unearths the dirty
secrets and the true tales of the most famous
and infamous events in our history. Starting with
his own personal experiences with America’s
dark heart in Vietnam, Kirkconnell tackles some
of the most important events in American history
and presents them through the lens of the truth.
blinkers nor rose-colored glasses will continue to be an option.
Kirkconnell is a decorated combat veteran who served 27 years in the
air force. He is also a graduate from the Air Force First Sergeant Academy.

Books will be available for purchase and signing at the event. For more
information call Linda Yeh at 909-381-8238 or visit www.sbpl.org

specialseries

ACCOUNTABILITY KING

Ted Alejandre Deputy Superintendent of SB County Schools

R

unning the business of San Bernardino County Schools, the largest
county in the United States, is a tough job. With a daily attendance
of 412,000 and annual budget of $230,000 million, under the
leadership of Superintendent Gary Thomas, Deputy Superintendent Ted
Alejandre has managed the organization with a focus on accountability,
(Above: Ted Alejandre with State Superintendent
students; SB County Superintendent of Schools Gary Thomas and Moreno Valley School Board
continued on page 12
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featurestory
And as Deputy Superintendent, overseeing
the Business Services Division, Alejandre
is responsible for the development and
management of a $230 million annual budget and
internal business functions, facilities planning,
purchasing and contracts management and
business advisory services for local school and
community college districts.
Born and raised in San Bernardino, Alejandre
knows the importance of education, family, and
giving back to his community. His family lived
right behind San Bernardino Valley College

basketball in their gym, play handball in their
courts, watch football and baseball games, it was
But it was not all fun and games for Alejandre.
A good education reinforced with strong family
values was the core in shaping the boy into the
man today. In his household, his parents, and by

school,” is what he attributes to his passion for
After receiving his education, Alejandre
enlisted in the Armed Services and served four
years active duty at Norton Air Force Base. Once
he completed his active duty tour, he started
the Fiscal Services Department. He continued
to work on his bachelors degree and after
completion he began his educational career at
Going from protecting and serving the country
a jump for Alejandre who stated that he actually
my active duty service at Norton AFB, I decided
to stay in the Air Force reserves which I currently
still am in. I have over 29 years of military service,
currently serving as a Lieutenant Colonel at
March ARB. My decision to go into education
was the incredible support and encouragement

12
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specialseries
Alejandre was asked what he would suggest to
parents, teachers, and educators to curb these
numbers.
I ever made.”
He worked as an elementary teacher,
elementary vice principal, elementary principal,
services before being accepted as an Assistant
Superintendent of Business Services for the
Yucaipa/Calimesa School District which he
served four years.
Alejandre later went on to work for Dr. Gary
Thomas as the Deputy Superintendent of
Schools. In this capacity, Alejandre states his
role is to provide the oversight responsibilities
responsible for all the oversight responsibilities of
and instructional oversight, approval of all district
budgets and Local Control Accountability Plans,
facility inspections under the Williams legislation
and any other matters designated by the County
Superintendent. In addition, I oversee all of
the departments within the Business Services
Division.”
But what is a day in the life for a Deputy

I am responsible for all decisions related to
information technology, purchasing/contracts,
facilities,
governance/legislation
and
risk
management. With over 1,900 employees and
a budget of over $200 million, there are many
issues that arise on a daily basis for which I am
responsible.”
Inland Empire Dropout Rate
ccording to the California Department of
Education, young men of color are rated
one of the highest in dropouts. The dropout

A

boys, 21.0% for Native Americans and 10.1% for
Whites. With the statistics so high for the county,

school opportunities.”
Alejandre remains optimistic about the San
Bernardino School system and states that in

place as one of our highest priorities. This is
based solution. At the forefront is the need for
schools to have early intervention programs
that identify students at risk of dropping out.
program that did just that at 9th grade. When a

together a team of individuals from the school to
determine how we could immediately implement
interventions to ensure the student was able to

“This is a major priority that we
need to place as one of our highest
priorities. This is a complex problem
that requires a community-based
solution. At the forefront is the need
for schools to have early intervention
programs that identify students at
risk of dropping out.”

He states of his vision that the San Bernardino
position of providing students with programs that
focus on the individual and unique priorities of the
district and community. With the implementation
of a new funding model and accountability system
have huge opportunities to design, build and
implement instructional programs that focus on
the priorities of each district and their community.
With increased participation and commitment of
all stakeholders, I see districts fully implementing
effective instructional programs that demonstrate
huge success for all students.”
With the upcoming retirement of County
Superintendent Gary Thomas in December
2014, Alejandre announced his candidacy for the
collectively with our school district leaders, staff,
community partners and parents to provide all

- Deputy Superintendent Ted Alejandre
regroup and get back on track. As a result, we

said Alejandre in his announcement this past
January.

grade and 720 students leave 9th grade! This
was a result of teachers, staff, administrators and
parents working together for the best interest of
the student.”

and sharing a common vision for our children
is essential to ensuring all of our students have
opportunities that prepare them for success.”
He also stated that his goal is to ensure the

to build meaningful relationships. When students
do this, they are much more likely to succeed.

organization that emphasizes a collaborative
rapport with districts to help ensure their success
with implementing their instructional programs.
With this new oversight, our major goal is to
help them become successful with serving the
over 400,000 students in our county. The major
difference moving forward is that the school
district is in a much more important role, with the
implementation of Local Control Accountability
Plans, to work even closer with districts as they
implement their instructional programs.

build career options for students to give them hope
and enable them to build positive relationships to
keep them on track for success. These career
options are dependent on also building a vibrant
economy that needs young entrepreneurs and
skilled workers. When students believe there are
meaningful opportunities after high school, they
are much more likely to be motivated to complete
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in focus
Assemblymember Cheryl R. Brown
Honors Women of Distinction
In recognition of Women’s History Month, Assemblymember Cheryl R. Brown
(D-San Bernardino) recently honored groundbreaking women from the 47th
Assembly District at her annual Women of Distinction event held at the Sierra
Lakes Country Club in Fontana. The 2014 honorees were (L to R): City Clerk
Eileen Gomez, City of Colton; Jasmine Hall, a member of the board of directors
at the Inland Empire Utilities Agency (pictured is her daughter accepting the
award on her behalf); Sally McGuire, a business owner and president of the
Grand Terrace Chamber of Commerce; Marge Mendoza-Ware, a longtime
school board member of the Colton Joint Unified School District (CJUSD); the
Honorable Grace Vargas, City of Rialto; and Vicki Lee, a homeless student liaison
at the San Bernardino City Unified School District (SBCUSD).

Local Youth Recognized by National
Football Foundation
By S. Brown
The National Football Foundation (NFF) and College Hall of fame recently
recognized and honored 22 rising scholar-athletes in the Riverside County
area.
Among those recognized was Weston Brown, a senior at Murrieta Valley
High School and the son of Reginald and Tamara Brown. With over one
thousand candidates to consider, Weston was nominated by his coach and
voted on by a board to receive this national recognition. Along with receiving
an award his name has been inscribed in the College Football Hall of Fame
that is located in South Bend, Indiana. Very humbly he stated, “I was not
expecting to be nominated or selected. It was a complete surprise to me.”
After graduating high school, Weston plans to pursue an undergraduate
degree in sports management and then go on to law school to become a
sports agent. He has been accepted at several colleges for the fall and has
signed an offer to attend McKendree University in Illinois on a football and
track scholarship.
Weston carries a 3.4 GPA, played defensive back and wide receiver on
the varsity football team, and participates in four events on the varsity track
team, as well as serving as ASB Commissioner of Pep.
“I am among a group of true gentlemen of integrity who are destined for success and it’s an honor to be chosen as
one of them.” No doubt Weston Brown will also be counted as one of the successful.
The NFF was founded in 1947, and the Riverside County chapter was founded in 2003. This chapter represents the 54
high school programs in the county. Their mission is to promote the power of amateur football in developing the qualities
of leadership, sportsmanship, and the drive of academic excellence in America’s youth.
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classifieds&publicnotices
SAN BERNARDINO ASSOCIATED
GOVERNMENTS
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
and requirements or visit our web
site at http://www.sanbag.ca.gov
Filing Deadline: Closes 4/18/14
4 PM or Until Filled
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
SPECIALIST

Education, Training and
or Public Administration, Human
resources, preferably in the public
sector, OR an equivalent combination

p. 4/3
______________________
NOTICE OF SALE OF VEHICLE
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Section
3071 of the Civil Code of the State of
California. The undersigned will sell the

state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

20122 Dayton Street

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

Make/Yr. FORD / 2002

business as:
EPIC REALTY

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Location: UPLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT,
1499 WEST 13TH STREET, UPLAND, CA
Said sale is for the purpose
of satisfying lien of the undersigned for
towing, storage, labor, materials, and lien
charges, together with costs of advertising
p. 4/3
______________________
business as:
I.E. SHADES OF AFRIKA
Corona, CA 92879
Riverside County

HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF THE COUNTY
OF SAN BERNARDINO
NOTICE FOR “REQUEST
FOR PROPOSAL”
RFP #PC766 REAL ESTATE
TAX CREDIT COUNSEL
HACSB CONTACT PERSON:
Angie Lardapide
Housing Authority
of San Bernardino

2117 Alpinemist Street
Corona, CA 92879
2117 Alpinemist Street
Corona, CA 92879
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

3. Click on link to Public Purchase

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Attn: Angie Lardapide
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DATE:
April 18, 2014 @ 2PM PST
4/3/14
CNS-2602587#
HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF THE COUNTY
OF SAN BERNARDINO
NOTICE FOR “REQUEST
FOR PROPOSAL”
RFP #PC765 BOND
COUNSEL SERVICES
HACSB CONTACT PERSON:
Angie Lardapide
Housing Authority
of San Bernardino
an Bernardino, CA 92408
HOW TO OBTAIN BID DOCS:
1. Access www.hacsb.com
3. Click on link to Public Purchase

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DATE:
April 18, 2014 @ 2PM PST
4/3/14
CNS-2602574#

above on 4/2009.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Joan Lee
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk G. GOULD

business as:
MODERN VINTAGE PRODUCTIONS

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

Riverside County

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

s/…Joshua Sm Lee

Nakeesha Dawn Brooks

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

on: 4/11/2014 at 10:00 AM to wit:
Make/Yr. FORD / 2011

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

business as:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RUNNERS
Riverside County
Chad Jonson Schnitger
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Riverside County
Rocky Allen Makowski

s/…Chad J. Schnitger

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. HARRIS

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:
KITCHEN CENTER

Riverside County

this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

Corona, CA 92878
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,

business as:
SAFIRE BLUE
20122 Dayton Street
Riverside County

This business is conducted by: Married
Couple
Registrant commenced to transact business

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 2/18/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:
CHRISTIAN FAMILY DAY CARE
22324 Maidenhair St.
Riverside County
22324 Maidenhair St.
Rula Salameh Alhindi
22324 Maidenhair St.
This business is conducted by: Married
Couple
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

40988 Bankhall St.
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk G. GOULD

s/…Javier Barajas, President

Riverside, CA 92407
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

s/…Janae Searle, Corp. Sec.
40388 Bankhall St.

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

s/…Aiman Alhindi

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

40988 Bankhall St.
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

Riverside County
MJC Systems Inc.

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
business as:

Riverside County
Barajas A1, Inc.

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. LEWIS
on 2/21/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

s/…Rocky A. Makowski

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant commenced to transact business

Riverside County
Christa Suoma Mendez

______________________
NOTICE OF SALE OF VEHICLE
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Section
3071 of the Civil Code of the State of
California. The undersigned will sell the

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

above on 3/2009
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. WRAY

Joshua Sm Lee

business as:
THE LUX DAY SPA

Registrant has not yet begun to transact

on 3/03/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
THE ALLEN GROUP

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk M. ULLOA

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:
BROTHERS MOBILE AUTO REPAIR

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

s/…Christa Mendez / Nakeesha Brooks

Said sale is for the purpose
of satisfying lien of the undersigned for
towing, storage, labor, materials, and lien
charges, together with costs of advertising

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant commenced to transact business

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

PROPOSAL SUBMITALL RETURN:
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Attn: Angie Lardapide

Joan Jungeun Lee

this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

on 2/19/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. VALLEJO

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

PROPOSAL SUBMITALL RETURN:

on 2/27/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Riverside County

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

San Bernardino, CA 92408
HOW TO OBTAIN BID DOCS:
1. Access www.hacsb.com

Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

on 3/03/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

on 3/04/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. MEDINA
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
this statement does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See

business as:
YOTAMASTERS
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
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Eric Wray Hansen
311 W. Olive Street
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Eric Hansen
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

on 2/27/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1402077
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner:
changing names as follows: GUADALUPE

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. SIBLEY
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:
ALLIED CONSULTING SERVICES
ALLIED EHS SERVICES

GUADALUPE VIRAMONTES. The Court
Orders that all persons interested in this
matter appear before this court at the hearing
indicated below to show cause, if any, why
the petition for change of name should not
be granted. Any person objecting to the
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no
grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of

Corona, CA 92881
Riverside County
Khalid Jahanzeb Khan
Corona, CA 92881
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant commenced to transact business

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________

I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business as:

s/…Khalid J. Khan

Riverside County
Boy Ibarra Crisostomo

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

This business is conducted by: Married
Couple
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Boy Ibarra Crisostomo
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. LEWIS
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

0431. A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed
in this county: Black Voice, 4290 Brockton
Date: MAR 04 2014
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1402108
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner:
for a decree changing names as follows:
a. JESSIKA ANA LUISA LIRA to JESSIKA

on 2/11/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:

GILBERT LIRA to GILBERT JAKOB
BRICENO LIRA c. YESLENNE ANAYELI
LIRA to YESLENNE ANAYELI BRICENO
LIRA d. ANGEL RUBEN LIRA BRICENO to
ANGEL RUBEN BRICENO LIRA. The Court
Orders that all persons interested in this
matter appear before this court at the hearing
indicated below to show cause, if any, why
the petition for change of name should not
be granted. Any person objecting to the
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no
grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of
Hearing: Date: 4/30/14 Time: 8:30 AM Dept.:
2. The address of the court is: Superior Court

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Riverside County
Rick Fate Spurlock
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. HARRIS

Corona, CA 92881
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant commenced to transact business

s/…Rick F. Spurlock

Riverside County
Eltini keauna Eddington
834 Shana Court
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Nhutson Luu
of Riverside County on February 24, 2014.

Indio, CA 92201 Riverside
Luis Alejandro Tapia
Indio, CA 92201
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Luis Alejandro Tapia

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
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that includes the reasons for the objection
at least two court days before the matter is
scheduled to be heard and must appear at
the hearing to show cause why the petition
should not be granted. If no written objection
without a hearing. Notice of Hearing: Date:
4/24/14 Time: 8:30 AM Dept.: 2. The address
of the court is: Superior Court of California,

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. HARRIS

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as: STORTON CREATIVE WEB
SERVICES, STORTON CREATIVE WEB

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

of Riverside County on February 24, 2014.
hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

This business is conducted by: an individual

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

LaNurva Mae Knowles

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ LaNurva Mae Knowles, Owner and
Operator

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk
______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

I declare that all information in this statement
is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or she knows
Storton.

as:
P.C. CONSULTANT

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
Riverside on 3/11/14 I hereby certify that
this copy is a correct copy of the original

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

as:

statement does not itself authorize the use
in this state of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of another under
Federal, State or common law (See Section
14411 Et Seq., Business and Professions

12009 Turquoise Way

Larry W. Ward, County Clerk, FILE NO.

Abdelmalek Sarbout
12009 Turquoise Way

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10
______________________

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Abdelmalek Sarbout

business as: FIXYOURFURNITURE.COM

SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME

this court for a decree changing names
as follows: RUTH JEANNINE HART to
JEANNINE HART. The Court Orders that
all persons interested in this matter appear
before this court at the hearing indicated
below to show cause, if any, why the petition
for change of name should not be granted.
Any person objecting to the name changes

Nhutson Trh Dzu Luu

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

Riverside County
Lane Gregory Weinman,

Calle

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

I declare that all information in this statement
is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or she knows to

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Weinman.
Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
AMENDED
business as:

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
Riverside on 3/4/14 I hereby certify that
this copy is a correct copy of the original

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

Riverside County
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

statement does not itself authorize the use
in this state of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of another under
Federal, State or common law (See Section
14411 Et Seq., Business and Professions
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk, FILE NO.
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10
______________________

as:
HAIR ELEGANCE
this Order to Show Cause shall be published
at least once each week for four successive

79390

This business is conducted by: an individual

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. LEWIS
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0431. A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed
in this county: Black Voice, 4290 Brockton

To All Interested Persons: Petitioner: RUTH

s/…Eltini Keauna Eddington
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

as:
DYNAMIC HOME SOLUTIONS

of Riverside County on February 24, 2014.
above on 11/22/2013.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
business as:
KEEP IT MOVIN AUTOMOTIVE
834 Shana Court

SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

2. The address of the court is: Superior Court

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

weeks prior to the date set for hearing on the
petition in the following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county: Black Voice,

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

BREWHOUSE

publicnotices
Mirage, CA 92270 Riverside County
4029 Westerly Place

AFRICAN BUTTERFLY CALIFORNIA
2371 Georgia Street

another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

Riverside County
Jodie Gympies Apodaca
2371 Georgia Street

on 3/10/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
SYNERGISTIC FOODS AND GOODS
74030 Desert Star Blvd.
Palm Desert, CA 92880
Riverside County
Justin Alan Hadlock
74030 Desert Star Blvd.
Palm Desert, CA 92880

Suite 111, Newport

s/…Nabil Badie Fahmi Nawar
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

This business is conducted by: a limited
liability company

I declare that all information in this statement
is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or she knows to

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. URIAS

LLC, Douglas Ammerman, Member.
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Jodie Apodaca

business as:
CAR SMOG TEST ONLY

Riverside on 3/4/14 I hereby certify that
this copy is a correct copy of the original

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. MEDINA
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

2720 14th St.
Riverside County
GBS Enterprise, Inc.
2720 14th St.

on 3/04/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
MASTER STONE TRADING

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use
in this state of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of another under
Federal, State or common law (See Section
14411 Et Seq., Business and Professions
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk, FILE NO.

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

above on 3/8/14.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON

business as: MEERTIME AUTOSPORTS

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

s/…Paul Heblor, CEO

business as:
on 3/13/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

74030 Desert Star Blvd.
Palm Desert, CA 92880
This business is conducted by: Married
Couple
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/11/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Justin Hadlock

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk M. ULLOA

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
business as:

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business

s/…Gurbachan Singh, President

Riverside County
Michael Kevin Mccutcheon JR, 8990 19th St

Riverside County
Uniglobe Enterprises, Inc.

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10
______________________

This business is conducted by: an individual

who declares as true, information which he

23470 Olivewood Plaza Dr. #130

on 3/07/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Riverside County
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk

on 3/10/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

700 Rembrandt Circle
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Russell Slater

Riverside County
I declare that all information in this statement
is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or she knows to
Mccutcheon JR.
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

23470 Olivewood Plaza Dr. #130
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON

Riverside on 3/11/14 I hereby certify that
this copy is a correct copy of the original

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use
in this state of a Fictitious Business Name
in violation of the rights of another under
Federal, State or common law (See Section
14411 Et Seq., Business and Professions

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
business as:
JIA LE HEALTH PRODUCTS
430 North McKinley St.
Riverside County
3720 Ocala Cir.
Corona, CA 92881
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Riverside County
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. MEDINA
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

on 3/12/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10
______________________
business as:
29700 Pushawalla Rd.
Indio Hills, CA 92240
Riverside County
Luis Huerta Huerta
29700 Pusha Walla Rd.
Indio Hills, CA 92240
Luis Huerta
29700 Pusha Walla Rd.
Indio Hills, CA 92240

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/07/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Luis Huerta
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/07/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

s/…Maria E. Cuevas

business as:

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/12/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

on 2/21/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
HIGH OCTAYNE MUSIK
22307 Black Gum St.

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

Riverside County
Maria Eugenia Cuevas

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

Riverside County
Uniglobe Enterprises, Inc.

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

business as:
FOUR BEES STUDIO

Larry W. Ward, County Clerk, FILE NO.
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

on 3/07/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business as:
WERTECH STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Riverside County
Tyrone James Blake
22307 Black Gum St.
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. LEWIS
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Michael Len Bell
22307 Black Gum St.
This business is conducted by: General
Partnership
Registrant commenced to transact business
above on 10/1/13.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Tyrone James Blake

business as:
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk M. ULLOA

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

s/…Paul Heblor, CEO

business as:

business name in violation of the rights of

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

Corona, CA 92879
Riverside County
Nabil Badie Fahmi Nawar
90 Summerwood #M
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
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publicnotices
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________

of Riverside County on February 28, 2014.

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

business as:
statement does not of itself authorize the use
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
M.S. Bal, Inc.
847 Shasta Dr.
Corona, CA 92881
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Malvinder S. Bal, President
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/10/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
business as:
VEE PEE AUTO SALES
2344 Santa Anita Rd.

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

the hearing date noticed above. You may

______________________
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF ADDIE MAE THOMPSON

with the court a Request for Special Notice

contingent creditors, and persons who may
otherwise be interested in the will or estate,
or both, of: ADDIE MAE THOMPSON.

available from the court clerk. Attorney for
petitioner: DIANE L. SNOWBALL, P.O. BOX

GARY JOE THOMPSON in the Superior
Court of California, County of: RIVERSIDE.
The Petition for Probate requests that:
GARY JOE THOMPSON be appointed as
personal representative to administer the
estate of the decedent. The petition requests
admitted to probate. The will and any codicils

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. FLORES
2014
______________________
AMENDED

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. SIBLEY

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

Riverside County

as:
Corona, CA 92882 Riverside
Thomas Hackel Canellopoulos
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on February 04, 2009
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Thomas Hackel Canellopoulos
of Riverside County on February 27, 2014.

by the court. The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the Independent
Administration of Estates Act. (This authority
will allow the personal representative to
take many actions without obtaining court
approval. Before taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative
will be required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
independent administration authority will be
an objection to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should not grant the
authority. A hearing on the petition will be held

granting of the petition, you should appear at
written objections with the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be in person
or by your attorney. If you are a creditor or a
contingent creditor of the decedent, you must
to the personal representative appointed by
the court within four months from the date of

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

the hearing date noticed above. You may

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

appraisal of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code section
is available from the court clerk. Attorney
for petitioner: MONROW A. MABON, 8318

2344 Santa Anita Rd.
Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Jeanmarie Hamilton Boone
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 2/21/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

on 1/27/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk T. JENSEN
2014
______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
as:

as:
R R LANDSCAPE SERVICES
938 Douglas St
Calimesa, CA 92320
Jose Roberto Rodriguez
938 Douglas St
Calimesa, CA 92320
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on February 24, 2010
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Jose Roberto Rodriguez
of Riverside County on March 04, 2014.

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
AMENDED
business as:
LOVE EARTH RECYCLING

Indio, CA 92201
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Jesus Ricardo Rubio

Riverside County
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p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 2014
______________________
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF ESTELLA BOTELLO
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will or
estate, or both, of: ESTELLA BOTELLO.
DIANE L. SNOWBALL in the Superior Court
of California, County of: RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that: DIANE
L. SNOWBALL be appointed as personal
representative to administer the estate of the
decedent. The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the Independent
Administration of Estates Act. (This authority
will allow the personal representative to
take many actions without obtaining court
approval. Before taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative
will be required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
independent administration authority will be
an objection to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should not grant the
authority. A hearing on the petition will be held
in this court as follows: Date: APRIL 21, 2014

Jesus Ricardo Rubio
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk N. LEWIS

p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3 , 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1402391
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner: JOSE
this court for a decree changing names as
follows: JOSE ALFONSO AVALOS to JOSE
Orders that all persons interested in this
matter appear before this court at the hearing
indicated below to show cause, if any, why
the petition for change of name should not
be granted. Any person objecting to the
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no
grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of

0431. A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed
in this county: Black Voice, 4290 Brockton
Date: MAR 07, 2014
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
business as:
COFFEE AND LIGHTS
19170 Pemberton Place
Riverside County
Marc Anthony Armstead
19170 Pemberton Place
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

2. The address of the court is: Superior Court
0431. A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed
in this county: Black Voice, 4290 Brockton
Date: MAR 12, 2014
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1401774
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner:

with the court a Request for Special Notice
statement does not of itself authorize the use

Riverside County

appraisal of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code section

grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of
Hearing: Date: 4/18/14 Time: 8:30 AM Dept.:
2. The address of the court is: Superior Court

s/…Marc Anthony Armstead

Kent Michael Marshall

s/…Kent Michael Marshall

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Chino, CA 91710
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

this court for a decree changing names as
follows: SAMAJ ERIC LEWIS to SAMAJ
ERIC DANIEL. The Court Orders that all
persons interested in this matter appear
before this court at the hearing indicated
below to show cause, if any, why the petition
for change of name should not be granted.
Any person objecting to the name changes
that includes the reasons for the objection
at least two court days before the matter is
scheduled to be heard and must appear at
the hearing to show cause why the petition
should not be granted. If no written objection
without a hearing. Notice of Hearing: Date:
4/23/14 Time: 8:30 AM Dept.: 2. The address
of the court is: Superior Court of California,
this Order to Show Cause shall be published
at least once each week for four successive
weeks prior to the date set for hearing on the
petition in the following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county: Black Voice,

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. VALLEJO
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________
business as:
ON WHEELS RESTAURANT SUPPLIES
42200 Moraga Rd. #20 H
Riverside County
Daniella Meals, Inc.
42200 Moraga Rd. #20H
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Rami Daoud, President

Date: FEB 24, 2014
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 3/20, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1401380
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner:

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

petition with this court for a decree changing
names as follows: a. ANDREW JUSTUS
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

Street, Indio, CA 92201. If you object to the
granting of the petition, you should appear at

HALL b. LAURA REBECCA FRANKLIN to

statement does not of itself authorize the use

written objections with the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be in person
or by your attorney. If you are a creditor or a
contingent creditor of the decedent, you must

Court Orders that all persons interested in
this matter appear before this court at the
hearing indicated below to show cause, if any,
why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. Any person objecting to the

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

to the personal representative appointed by
the court within four months from the date of

written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. FLORES

publicnotices
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

who declares as true, information which he

under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Robb Braun, CEO
business as:
LIVINGSTONE REALTY GROUP

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Riverside County
on 3/10/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

13138 Pavillion Crt.
This business is conducted by: General
Partnership
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

13138 Pavillion Crt.
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________
business as:
KITAYAMA

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

s/…Ernesto Livingstone

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business
above on Jan 1st, 2014.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk

on 3/19/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

s/…Eiji Ota, CEO

business as:
MASTERS RV AND AUTO GLASS REPAIR
4470 3rd St.

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk T. VARGAS
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Michael Allan Schwartz

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. VALLEJO

Riverside County
Jeannette Elaine Simmons
873 Kristin Lane

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

Marcus Asiem Simmons
873 Kristin Lane

on 3/19/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

873 Kristin Lane

This business is conducted by: General
Partnership
Registrant commenced to transact business

business as:
IMP BLUE OCEAN

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. VILLEGAS

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. HARRIS

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

business as:
EUROPEAN AUTO
Riverside County
Charles Edward Eden

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

on 3/17/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Riverside County
Tyla Enterprises, Inc.
Alta Loma, CA 91737
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
M.

Harps,

Owner/Chief

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business as:
THE LEADERSHIP SOURCE

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Riverside County
RBSE, Inc.

on 3/18/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

business as:
IMAGINE IT EXISTS
Riverside County

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. VALLEJO

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Stacey Covarrubias
Riverside County
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
Tevita Fonofehi Lolomanaia
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another

Anita Dannette Mafoa

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SANTANA

business as:
SCPLAYBOOST

Riverside County
Brandon Rameik Butler

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. SIBLEY
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

business as:
J TECH AUTO SERVICE

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Riverside County

s/…Brandon Butler

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/21/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk T. VARGAS

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

business as:
L M CONSTRUCTION

on 2/28/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

on 3/18/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

above on March 1st 2014.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business as:
CASH XPRESS

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

s/…Charles Edward Eden

above on January 2, 1999.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant

Riverside County
Jon Scott Harris, II
18120 Golden Leaf Lane

s/…Jon Scott Harris, II

s/…Eiji Ota, CEO

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business

business as:
HIGHER LVL ENTERTAINMENT
18120 Golden Leaf Lane

Riverside County

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________
on 3/12/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

s/…Tyhesha

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

s/…Jeannette Simmons

Registrant has not yet begun to transact
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

Michael Allan Schwartz
4470 3rd St.

Janeé Amanda Hollie
13138 Pavillion Crt.

s/…Phyllis Jones

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:

above on 11/29/2012.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

on 3/18/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Riverside County
1030 N. Mountain Ave. #142

13138 Pavillion Crt.

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk S. RATLIFF
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

s/…Tevita Fonofehi Lolomanaia
Riverside County

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Riverside County
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk S. RATLIFF
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE
OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

898 Lily Way
Riverside County
Christie Jeanne Miller
898 Lily Way
Jeannette Elaine Simmons
873 Kristin Lane

business as:
on 3/18/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

This business is conducted by: a General
Partnership
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or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
11/28/12
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business and

as:
CORONA MOBILE DETAILING

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

of Riverside County on March 11, 2014.
Raul Rios Chao

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

as:
HEAVEN SCENT CLEANING
43373 Osage Rd.
Dallas Ann Yarusi
43373 Osage Rd.

s/…Jeannette Simmons
Clerk of Riverside County on 3/12/14.
Clerk B. VILLEGAS

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. WRAY

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 2014
______________________
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF DWAYNE ELLIOTT, SR.
Case Number RIP1400010

2014
______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

contingent creditors, and persons who may
otherwise be interested in the will or estate, or
both, of: DWAYNE ELLIOTT, SR. A Petition

as:
J.D. MAINTENANCE AND PRESSURE
WASHING SERVICE

statement does not of itself authorize the use

as:
TEMECULA MURRIETA PLUMBING
28330 Mary Place

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

Curtis Crigler
28330 Mary Pl.

Javier Benavidez Cruz

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Curtis Crigler

ELLIOTT, II in the Superior Court of California,
County of: RIVERSIDE. The Petition for
Probate requests that: DWAYNE ELLIOTT,
II be appointed as personal representative
to administer the estate of the decedent.
and codicils, if any, be admitted to probate.
The will and any codicils are available for
petition requests authority to administer the
estate under the Independent Administration
of Estates Act. (This authority will allow
the personal representative to take many
actions without obtaining court approval.
Before taking certain very important actions,
however, the personal representative will be
required to give notice to interested persons
unless they have waived notice or consented

I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Raul Rios Chao

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Javier B. Cruz

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

as:

of Riverside County on February 18, 2014.

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

of Riverside County on March 04, 2014.

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

Amadeus Fidel Segura
Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

statement does not of itself authorize the use

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Amadeus Segura

31127 Waterton Ct.

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
HOUSING
AUTHORITY
OF THE COUNTY
OF
SAN
BERNARDINO

statement does not of itself authorize the use

FOR

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

COUNSEL SERVICES
HACSB CONTACT PERSON:
Angie Lardapide

of Riverside County on February 13, 2014.
written objections with the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be in person
or by your attorney. If you are a creditor or a
contingent creditor of the decedent, you must

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

Daniel David Brown
31127 Waterton Ct.

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

to the personal representative appointed by
the court within four months from the date of

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Daniel Brown

the hearing date noticed above. You may

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

as:
granting of the petition, you should appear at

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

of Riverside County on February 20, 2014.

statement does not of itself authorize the use

administration authority will be granted
to the petition and shows good cause why
the court should not grant the authority. A
hearing on the petition will be held in this

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Dallas Yarusi

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

PROPOSAL”

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

Housing Authority
of San Bernardino
an Bernardino, CA 92408
HOW TO OBTAIN BID DOCS:
1. Access www.hacsb.com
3. Click on link to Public Purchase website to

as:

PROPOSAL SUBMITALL RETURN:

statement does not of itself authorize the use
with the court a Request for Special Notice
appraisal of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code section

as:

of Riverside County on March 11, 2014.
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

Cathedral City, CA 92234 County Riverside
Maria Lilian Chacon

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Attn: Angie Lardapide
Beaumont, CA 92223
Tammy Kristina Macias

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

available from the court clerk. Petitioner:
p. 3/27, 4/3, 4/10, 2014
______________________
AMENDED
business as:
PRISSY ME CO.
PRISSY ME HAIR COLLECTION
7444 Wake Forest Dr.
Eastvale, CA 92880
Riverside County
Prissy Me Coiffure
7444 Wake Forest Dr.
Eastvale, CA 92880
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business
above on 9/2009.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Dana Turner, CEO

Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Maria Lilian Chacon

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk
the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

as:
LUIS SEGURA TRUCKING

of Riverside County on February 18, 2014.

______________________
HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF THE COUNTY
OF
SAN
BERNARDINO
FOR

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

Luis Enrique Segura

Housing Authority
of San Bernardino

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Luis Segura

San Bernardino, CA 92408
HOW TO OBTAIN BID DOCS:
1. Access www.hacsb.com

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
as:

statement does not of itself authorize the use

1130 Garry Ln.

violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411

1130 Garry Ln.

hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

1130 Garry Ln.

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he

the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

3. Click on link to Public Purchase website to
PROPOSAL SUBMITALL RETURN:

statement does not of itself authorize the use
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state, or common law (see section 14411
hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Attn: Angie Lardapide
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DATE:
April 18, 2014 @ 2PM PST
4/3/14

Larry W. Ward, Riverside County Clerk
on 2/03/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

PROPOSAL”

TAX CREDIT COUNSEL
HACSB CONTACT PERSON:
Angie Lardapide

of Riverside County on March 07, 2014.

of Riverside County on February 13, 2014.
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

This business is conducted by: An Individual
The registrant commenced to transact
business under the Fictitious Business name
or names listed above on Not Applicable.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true information, which he
or she knows to be false, is guilty of a crime.
S/ Tammy Macias

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DATE:
April 18, 2014 @ 2PM PST
4/3/14
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______________________
the facts set forth in the statement pursuant
to section 17913 other than a change in the
residence address of a registered owner. A

______________________
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT

business as:
A LITTLE STREAM
7120 Indiana Ave. #E
Riverside County

publicnotices
Sandeep Hampal
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Sandeep Hampal
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business as:
PAMA MANAGEMENT COMPANY
on 2/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

Riverside County
4900 Santa Anita Ave., #2C
El Monte, CA 91731
Nijjar RealtyInc.
4900 Santa Anita Ave. #2C
El Monte, CA 91731
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant commenced to transact business

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. SIBLEY

I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

______________________

s/…Everet Miller, CFO

business as:
CONNECTION

on 3/07/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business as:
LUCERNE CONSTRUCTION GROUP
GEMA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Riverside County
Rodney Carrol Tatum

s/…Rodney Tatum
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/24/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

s/…James Warren King, III

Riverside County
Lucerne Construction Group, Inc.
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk

on 3/24/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk D. SOLOMON

on 3/24/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1400288
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner: DAVID

22290 Naples Dr.

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

s/…Juana Vargas Vazquez

Estate

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

Corona, CA 92880
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by: Limited
Liability Company
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

s/…Lawrence Jones
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk T. VARGAS
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/27/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
business as:
REAL ESTATE EXPRESS
CENTRAL REALTY
12770 Pan Am Blvd.

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

Riverside County
Vuong Cao Nguyen
12770 Pan Am Blvd.

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant commenced to transact business

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
business as:
VAL STOKES ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
on 3/24/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

above on 2010
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Vuong Cao Nguyen
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Riverside County
Valencia Monay Stokes

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

business as:

Riverside County
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

Jamie Rae Meyer
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk B. HARRIS

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

s/…Christopher Espinoza, Pres.
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law
on 3/24/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

business as:
INTERSTATE PRIORITY TRANSPORT
3903 Dawes St., Unit #119

s/…Jamie R. Meyer
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

Riverside County
3903 Dawes St., Unit #119

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

s/…Vishal Khullar

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

business as:
MYSOCIALBIDS.COM

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he
s/…Valencia Stokes
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES

Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk L. MONTES
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

on 3/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

on 3/20/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

above.
I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

ANDREW JAMES MACGREGGOR ROSA.
The Court Orders that all persons interested
in this matter appear before this court at the
hearing indicated below to show cause, if any,
why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. Any person objecting to the
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no
grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of
Hearing: Date: APR 30 2014 Time: 8:30 AM
Dept.: 2. The address of the court is: Superior
Court of California, County of Riverside,
Cause shall be published at least once each
week for four successive weeks prior to the
date set for hearing on the petition in the
following newspaper of general circulation,
printed in this county: Black Voice, 4290
Date: MAR 24 2014
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 1402947
To All Interested Persons: Petitioner:

to STEPHEN EUGENE NEWKIRK. The
Court Orders that all persons interested in
this matter appear before this court at the
hearing indicated below to show cause, if any,
why the petition for change of name should
not be granted. Any person objecting to the
written objection that includes the reasons for
the objection at least two court days before
the matter is scheduled to be heard and
must appear at the hearing to show cause
why the petition should not be granted. If no
grant the petition without a hearing. Notice of
2. The address of the court is: Superior Court

business as:
JIM KING ENTERPRISES
A new Fictitious Business Name Statement
statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et
Larry W. Ward, County, Clerk
Clerk J. VALLEJO

s/…Patricia Levi
business as:
ANGELIC TRUCKING

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________
AMENDED

Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
Patricia Mary Levi
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

changing names as follows: DAVID ANDREW

on 3/31/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

s/…Gerzain Andaya Pineda, President

Riverside County

This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

business as:
PEDRERO TRUCKING
22290 Naples Dr.

statement does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business Name in
violation of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section 14411, Et

Corona, CA 92880
Riverside County

on 2/04/14
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

business as:
RISE
Riverside County
Lawrence Edward Jones

business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or common law

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

A new Fictitious Business Name Statement

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

I declare that all the information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant
who declares as true, information which he

p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014
______________________

Riverside County
James Warren King, III
This business is conducted by: Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to transact

0431. A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at least once each week
for four successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the following
newspaper of general circulation, printed
in this county: Black Voice, 4290 Brockton
SHARON J. WATERS, Judge of the Superior
Court
p. 4/3, 4/10, 4/17, 4/24, 2014

above.
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faithbase
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE
I HT(aHATI O NAt. N I N it T. IC:I

Bioh>pCrag W.Jo hmon,. Th.O
Villb llilryiSlnbr P.la1or
&
lady Oom>lria Johmon

Praise Tabernacle

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE
International Ministries

Christian Methodist Episcopal Church

3030 N. Del ,R,sa .Ave.>~.~e, Sa1 Bernalino, CA92404

JOIN PASTOR

Tel: (9C9) 874-8676 ,. Fax: (9C9) 874-1062

AN HILLIARD

Email: info@copirn.org or ministries@copirn.org

Sunday Services
COA£ JOIN US:

Follow Us:

9:00am

F~ceboolr :

EwrySunday

ColhedralotPraiselnlemalioniil~inislries

8:00am - Celestial Praise
I 1:00am- Penteeostal Praise

Twiflr: @ICOPraisel~ or@IDrJinCA

Ewry IIJednesday
t 2:00pm - Noonday Bible s-.dy
7:00pm- Bishop's Bible S..dy

Sr&rrrngUve:
uslream.l>llehannelleopim-li•e
~ofo: KPRO

1570AI.4
Sunday's @I 8pm

JOIN BISHOP

J. Faraja Kafela

Allen Chapel
AME Church
JOIN PASTOR

Sunday Services

Noella Austin Buchanan

8:00 am 110:30 am

Sunday Services

Youth Church

10:15 am

5:00pm

10:30 am

www tacebook.coiltal enchapelriverside

2883 Mission Inn Ave • Riverside, CA • 92507

510 West Monterey Ave • Pomona, CA • 91768

4009 Locust Street, Riverside, CA • 92501

Wednesday Bible Study

951 .205.3159

www.praisetabernaclecmechurch.com

909.620.9161

951.686.9406

www.imanitcf.org

Allen_chapel@att.net

TILLMAN
R IVERSIDE MORTUARY
MS. L A T ANYA C. T ILLMAN, B S
PRESI DENT
MR . A . L EON TILLMAN, CEO,

CFD&EA
D ISTRICT V II GOV ERNOR

2874 Tenth Street
Riverside, CA 92507
951-682-6433 (Phone)
95 1-682-7863 (Fax)
1-800-300-6433

New Beginnings
Christian Fellowship
JOIN PASTOR

James B. Ellis, Jr.
Sunday Services
11:00 am
Tuesday Bible Study
7:30pm

5970 L1montte Ave • R1vers1de, CA • 92509

951.682.4407
www.nbcfr.org

JOIN PASTOR

GREG LAURIE
Sunday Services

For advertising opportunities, contact Lee Ragin at
951.682.6070
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7:30 I 9:30 111:30 A.M.
Sunday Nights at Harvest
With Pasto r Josh Thompson I S:OOP.H.

Wednesday Night Bible Study
W ith Pastor Jell Lasseigne 17:00 P.H.
6115 Arllng:on Ave, Rtvcrs•de. CA 92504
951 687 6902 I CHURCH.HARVEST.ORG
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Introducing UC Riverside Professor & Mathematician Michel Lapidus

U

C Riverside Professor and mathematician
Michel Lapidus sometimes has trouble
simplifying his work far enough so that
it is understood by the average person. But that
In fact, his work will be cited as a highlight
of the research funded by the National Science
Physical Sciences when the funding agency

provides some of the clues towards resolving this
yards from her, another person trying to guess
the shape of the drum just by listening to its
problem in contemporary mathematics, with
many applications to physics, chemistry, biology
and engineering. Now, there is a twist to the story.
Indeed, the drum is allowed to have an intricate,
wrinkled shape, at all scales—either in its interior
or on its boundary; in short, it is a fractal drum.”

in this document as NSF selects highlights based
of Chemistry Cynthia Larive, a divisional dean in
the College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences.
public kudos that they deserve, even researchers
Lapidus.” she said.
The research project selected as a highlight
Fractal Drum?” was funded by a 2011 grant for

connections with the celebrated Riemann
hypothesis, the most important open problem in
Riemann hypothesis encodes key properties of
the prime numbers, which are the building blocks
mathematics.”
Understanding fractal structures, such as
trees, blood vessels, rivers and clouds, is one way
scientists study how and why they arise in nature

The mathematical theories underlying the
work are complicated. But for those immersed
in that world, Lapidus is a highly sought after
mentoring award in 2012. He also works with
postdoctoral fellows and junior faculty members
in various aspects of the work.
mathematics, and to its surprising and mysterious
power on reality, even when it is formulated in a
seemingly abstruse language and according to
rules and concepts which are unfortunately not
understandable to most people,” Lapidus said.
This is the second time that the work of
Professor Lapidus has been selected as a
highlight of research funded by the National
in 1990.
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*macys WOW! $10 OFF

*macys WOW! $20 OFF

ALL SALE & CLEARANCE APPAREL AND SELECT
HOME ITEMS (EXCEPT SPECIALS & SUPER BUYS)

ALL SALE & CLEARANCE APPAREL AND SELECT
HOME ITEMS (EXCEPT SPECIALS & SUPER BUYS)

$10 OFF

$20 OFF

YOUR PURCHASE OF $25 OR MORE.

YOUR PURCHASE OF $50 OR MORE.

VALID 4/2 OR 4/3/14. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
ALSO EXCLUDES: Everyday Values (EDV), Doorbusters, Deals of the Day, furniture, mattresses,
floor coverings, rugs, electrics/electronics, cosmetics/fragrances, athletic shoes for him, her
& kids, Dallas Cowboys merchandise, gift cards, jewelry trunk shows, New Era, Nike on
Field, previous purchases, special orders, selected licensed depts., special purchases, services,
macys.com. Cannot be combined with any savings pass/coupon, extra discount or credit offer,
except opening a new Macy's account. Dollar savings are allocated as discounts off each eligible
item, as shown on receipt. When you return an item, you forfeit the savings allocated to that item.
This coupon has no cash value and may not be redeemed for cash, used to purchase gift cards or
applied as payment or credit to your account. Purchase must be $25 or more, exclusive of tax and
delivery fees.

VALID 4/2 OR 4/3/14. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
ALSO EXCLUDES: Everyday Values (EDV), Doorbusters, Deals of the Day, furniture, mattresses,
floor coverings, rugs, electrics/electronics, cosmetics/fragrances, athletic shoes for him, her
& kids, Dallas Cowboys merchandise, gift cards, jewelry trunk shows, New Era, Nike on
Field, previous purchases, special orders, selected licensed depts., special purchases, services,
macys.com. Cannot be combined with any savings pass/coupon, extra discount or credit offer,
except opening a new Macy's account. Dollar savings are allocated as discounts off each eligible
item, as shown on receipt. When you return an item, you forfeit the savings allocated to that item.
This coupon has no cash value and may not be redeemed for cash, used to purchase gift cards or
applied as payment or credit to your account. Purchase must be $50 or more, exclusive of tax and
delivery fees.
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00009302107518020112

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

00009302107518080116

LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON IN EFFECT 4/2-4/6/2014, EXCEPT AS NOTED. "Our lowest price(s)" refers to Macy's spring season February 1 through April 30, 2014. Prices may be lowered as part of a clearance.
OPEN A MACY'S ACCOUNT FOR EXTRA 20% SAVINGS THE FIRST 2 DAYS, UP TO $100, WITH MORE REWARDS TO COME. Macy's credit card is available subject to credit approval; new account savings valid the day your account is opened
and the next day; excludes services, selected licensed departments, gift cards, restaurants, gourmet food & wine. The new account savings are limited to a total of $1 00; application must qualify for immediate approval to receive extra savings;
employees not eligible .

•
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